Alhamdulillah! We have already completed five years of publication of Journal of Enam Medical College. This is the 5th anniversary issue of Journal of Enam Medical College. This is a great success and landmark in the trajectory of the journal. We share this success with the contributors, reviewers and faculties and authority of the college without whose active and sincere cooperation it would not have been possible to publish the journal regularly and timely. We are really very grateful to all of them.

Journal of Enam Medical College is already indexed in many indexing databases. During the last 4 (four) months period, the journal has been indexed in one more indexing database — International Institute of Organized Research (I2OR), India (http://www.i2or.com/indexed-journals.html).

The flow of paper submission for publication in the Journal of Enam Medical College continues to be very good. Papers are flowing in also from outside the country. This has been because of the quality of the journal and regular and timely publication.

Participation in the national and international conferences regarding publication of scientific journals promotes exchange of ideas among editors, authors, researchers, librarians and publishers of medical journals and expands collaboration among different countries. Editor-in-Chief of Journal of Enam Medical College participated in the International Conference for Medical Journal Editors organised jointly by World Association of Medical Editors (WAME), Indian Association of Medical Journal Editors (IAMJE) and The National Medical Journal of India held in Hotel De Meridien, New Delhi, India from October 2–4, 2015. He presented two papers in this conference. He also participated in the European Conference of International Society of Managing and Technical Editors (ISMTE) and Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) Meeting held in London Heathrow, United Kingdom. Participation in these conferences greatly acquainted the Journal of Enam Medical College and also the institution among the editors of top class journals of the world and research scientists attending the conferences.

With all the best wishes.

Prof. Md. Aminul Haque Khan
Editor-in-Chief